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Only in Vienna: Not just for tourists, this is an insiders guide
book for locals who thought they knew their way around.

Snooping in the Hidden City
by Dardis McNamee
Like many, I often have a dream in which
I imagine I enter a room in my house and discover a door I never noticed before; opening it,
I discover another room I never knew was there,
filled with furnishings, books and pictures, and
perhaps windows and other doors, all new and
yet already known, and I recognize it immediately; it is my own world, only more so.
This is what I found a year or so ago in
Duncan Smith’s Only In Vienna, a guide to Hidden Corners, Little-Known Places and Unusual
Object, a guide book for locals who thought
they already knew this old town,
or any visitor with a sense of adventure. Either way you’re in for
a very pleasant surprise.
This is a fun book, designed
for the polite snoop who feels
no shame at sliding inconspicuously into someone else’s inner
courtyard, convinced that their
irresistible charm (don’t let anyone tell you otherwise!) will soften
the savage beast. Like the one at
Bäckerstrasse 7 next to the Café
Alt Wien, little changed for easily
a century, where the vaulted horses stalls and wagon sheds are still
open to the cobbled Hof. The courtyard houses
a piano factory on upper floors and among the
vines along the walls of the 1st floor balcony is a
fine display of ornamental iron works collected
by the distinguished Biedermeier portrait painter Frederich von Amerling, who lived there.
That is before he moved to Stiftgasse 8 in the 7th
District, which you could also go check out.
Another place to sneak a peek is the courtyard of the Grosses Michaelerhaus at Kohlmarkt

11, dating from 1720, which also still has a row
of covered stables for your coach and four. This,
Smith tells us, was where composer Josef Haydn
stayed in an unheated attic in 1749 and the court
poet Metastasio died in 1782, which makes it
a perfect shrine for would-be starving artists of
any generation. Best of all are the wrought iron
balconies, that double as corridors along the upper floors of what were ten tenements. The idea
behind these graceful structures, we learn, was
to pack in more tenants by giving individual access to all the rooms along the way, and as in
Italy, providing a place to hang the clothes.
Most charming and, however, requiring the most tact, is the
disarming, narrow courtyard at
Langegasse 29 in the 8th District
of Josefstadt. Hidden behind an
anonymous wooden gate, “this is
no tourist attraction,” Smith advises, “but rather a place where
normal Viennese citizens have
lived for the last 250 years,”
single story terraces created
probably for domestic servants,
laundresses or coachmen, where
the modern world has been kept
blissfully at bay.
But there are treasures of all
sorts. Like the mini-vineyard behind a stone
balustrade on Schwarzenbergerplatz, the last
and only one in the inner city. This one is maintained for love by the winery Mayer am Pfarrplatz in Grinzing, and it does produce wine
served in the Heuriger at Pfarrplatz 2 in the 19th,
one of the oldest tavern buildings in the city. Or
conversely, the many shrines to the Viennese obsession with death from the Criminal History
Museum (a favorite of my children when they

An audio CD tour: Deconstructing the layers of history, the
tales of power and personality that are always the real story.

A Walk Through Vienna
With Duncan J. D. Smith
by Dardis McNamee
Just released, there is now an Only in Vienna audio CD of guided walks through Duncan
Smith’s hidden city, a circular walk around Vienna’s Innerestadt, discovering the city from what
he calls “a less conventional standpoint.” That’s
an understatement. Smith’s voice is conspiratorial, almost seductive, as he leads you along with
his warm and polished Oxbridge diction that
feels like the person you hoped to be seated next
to the best dinner party this season.
Recorded live as he walks the streets, Smith
reveals the secrets behind the stones of Vienna
as if it were hot gossip from the beaches of
Cannes during the festival, deconstructing the
layers of history back into the tales of power
and personality that are always the real story.
Starting off at Schottentor [“on the U2
underground line - that’s the purple one”], he
leads you up the Moelkerbastei – one of the
few remaining pieces of the old renaissance city
walls. These were expensive to construct, put
up in the wake of the Turkish siege in 1529,
where they remained for centuries, until they
were demolished in 1857, by Franz Joseph. At
which point, I expected to hear the usual story
about the building of the Ringstrasse... but
what Smith tell us instead is that Franz Joseph
wanted the walls down to prevent the from being used by home-grown revolutionaries, as
that were in 1848, when an uprising on Jesuitenplatz by the old University force the hated
conservative chancellor Metternich to flee to
London and scared Ferdinand I into retreat on
the countryside. So much for the monuments
of Empire.
At Smith’s side, we muse over why this massive pitch of land wall was left standing. “I like
to think it’s because of the building we are now

approaching on the right – Pasqualati House,”
he confides, where Beethoven wrote his only
opera, Fidelio. His rooms on the 4th floor can
still be seen, “although the overflowing chamber
pot, noted by some of his visitors, is no longer
on display.”
Farther along, is the spot on the far end of
the Bastion where, in 1853, an attempt was on
on Franz Joseph’s live, by a Hungarian tailor
with strong Nationalist views, and where he was
saved by his adjutant – perhaps a second reason
why he saved the old Bastion. So he commissioned the building of the Votiv Kirche – “just
visible in the distance, right over there behind
the old University” – as a gesture of thanks to
higher powers.
As we walk along with our guide, as he points
out where we are and what we can see, constantly orienting us as we go. “That’s the Ringstrasse
that you can see through the trees as you stroll
along the Moelkerbastion.”
From here you wander through scenes of
Roman ruins and Napoleonic vanities , Turkish
tunnels and the many apartments of Mozart;
there are kings parading through clockworks on
the Hohermarkt and coffee roasters on the Fleischmarkt. Here we learn that an Armenian trader
called Johannes Deodatus received the first license to sell coffee and tea in Vienna, around
the corner on Rotenturmstrasse. What?!? What
about Georg Kolschitzky, the heroic Pole who
slipped behind Turkish lines in the siege and delivered news of coming reinforcements, rewarded with coffee beans thought to be camel fodder.
Myth? Urban legend? I’m sorry, this is going too
far. I make mental plans to revisit his statue on
Kolschitzkygasse in the 4th District.
Still simmering, we move on to the next story.
In the Griechen Beisel, we peer at the signatures

Mölkerbasteistiege, found in the 1st district
were young!) where you can see a mummified
head of 19th century serial killers and the skull of
a victim spit by an axe, to the Undertakers museum with a reusable coffin and a pack of undertaker’s cigarettes with the label “Rauchen sichert
Arbeitplätze“ – Smoking Protects Jobs!
In the end, Smith is an historian and some
of the best parts of this book reveal a thorough
grasp of Austrian history that spins rich tales
around familiar sights.
Some involve the many scars of war, from
the bullet torn wall “from some unspeakable
execution” of the old Court Theater Depot on
Lehargasse in the 6th District of Mariahilf , to
the cryptic lettering “O5” I had once noticed
carved into the stone near the entrance to the
of Mozart and Beethoven – and Johnny Cash
– and learn that the building is named after the
ballade singer Augustin who fell into a plague pit
in 1679, but survived because his bagpipes could
still be heard playing. “That’s him, beneath an
iron grill by the entrance,” Smith points out, beneath a row of lucky horse shoes.
From here we pass through Heiligenkreuzerhof and hear about the grave of Maria Vesera,
the lover of the Crown Prince Rudolf who died
with him in the double suicide at Mayerling – or
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Stephansdom. This lettering, Smith explains, was the
code name of the Austrian
Resistance, the letter “O”
plus 5, for the first letter of
the alphabet “E” – together
the shorthand for Öesterreich, the German word for
Austria. Initially receptive
to the Anschluss, Austrians
could be said to have been
naïve about the Nazis, although it is hard for us to
relate not to their despair
that their tid-bit of a country, left-over after the Treaty
of Versailles, could survive
on its own.
However we see those
early years of the war, resistance grew as the agony
deepened. By the spring of
1944, organized resistance
emerged, establishing it’s
headquarters right across
from the Gestapo on Moritzplatz, betrayed by a junior officer in the final weeks
of the war. Many of its leaders were tortured and publically hung.
And others – what
Smith
calls the Last BasPhoto: Wiki Commons
tions – interpret the bits of
ancient ruins, some dating
from Roman times, others from the Babenburg
Princes and still others from the Turkish sieges,
where massive walls and fortifications went up
to guard the city against centuries of enemies.
Only In Vienna, is a very special book, a Rosetta stone for tourists, and for the Viennese, an
explorer’s guide to old familiar places, that with
charm and erudition, gives us back an enormously richer part of a world we thought we
already knew.
Only in Vienna: A Guide to Hidden Corners,
Little-known Places and Unusual Objects
By Duncan J. D. Smith
Brandstätter Verlag, 2008
so the legend goes. The grave is real, however, and
lies on the monastery grounds near Baden. And
the Schoenlaterngasse – Beautiful Lantern Street
-- and the wine cellars of the Twelve Apostles.
All in all it’s a great outing: good pacing,
good stories, good company, and a fascinating
city made personal,.. what more could you ask!
It’s hard to imagine.
Still, giving up the legend of Polish coffee
maker Kolschzityky is one thing I am not sure
I can forgive.

World of Books
Upcoming Literary Events
Summer Reading Book Sale
Summer reading book sale on the ground floor
of the English and American Studies Library
in the 9th district. Light reading and other
english books for the summer. Good reads at
a fair price for all you bookworms out there!
Jul. and Sep., Mon-Thu., 10:00 - 16:00
Fri., 10:00 - 14:00
Aug., Mon-Fri., 10:00 - 14:00
University Campus, Altes AKH
9., Spitalgasse 2-4, Hof 8
(01) 4277 16531
www.bibliothek.univie.ac.at
33rd International
Wittgenstein Symposium 2010
Organized annually by the Austrian Ludwig Wittgenstein Society (ALWS). Speakers
from all over the world will discuss this year’s
theme, which focuses on the “Image and Imaging in Philosophy, Science, and the Arts.”
A book-sale exhibition at the venue of the
symposium is organized by Shakespeare &
Company Booksellers.
Aug. 8 - 14
Kirchberg am Wechsel
Lower Austria
(01) 2641 2557
www.alws.at

Poetry - Open Mic
Presented by Labyrinth, the Association of English-language Poets in Vienna. Guests of the “Poetry - Open Mic” are invited to bring and read
their own poems in their mother tongue. Special
guests will complete the program.
Jul. 2, 20:30
Café Kafka
6., Capistrangasse 8
(01) 586 13 17
www.buchkultur.net
Evening Lecture
Introduction to NLP
(Neurolinguistic Programming)
Peter Schütz, president of the Austrian training
center for NLP, accredited European psychotherapist and seasoned business mediator will hold an
evening lecture on Neurolinguistic Programming.
NLP belongs to the field of applied psychology and
integrates systemic trance work, verbal strategies
and psychodynamics for personal and professional
use. Schütz will focus on self-management, coaching and the use of words and body language.
Jul. 13, 19:00 – 22:00
The British Bookshop
1., Weihburggasse 24
(01) 512 19 45 0
www.britishbookshop.at

